
Google finds new audience for digital event at  
lower conversion costs

New event needs 
new marketing solution

Atmosphere is a global digital event designed to 
enlighten professionals on the value of Google Apps for 
Work for their companies. To attract attendees, Google 
needed to not only reach the right audience, but explain 
why attending Atmosphere was a smart business decision. 

“The idea of joining a global conference online is a new 
concept,” says Justin Yang, Product Marketing Manager 
for Google. “We needed a solution that would give us 
room to fully describe the benefits of our online event.” 
With the ability to accommodate tens of thousands of 
attendees at Atmosphere, “we also wanted to keep the 
cost per lead reasonable,” Yang adds.

Challenge
 � Promote the value of innovative digital event 

 � Reach professionals in specific business roles

 � Cut through clutter of typical conference marketing 

Solution
 � LinkedIn Sponsored InMail

Results
 � Cost per conversion 40% lower than expected

 � Grew prospect base for future events

 � Raised awareness of Atmosphere with influential audience

 � Significantly scaled up budget for future 
Sponsored InMail campaigns

“We believe that LinkedIn helped us reach a quality audience and raised awareness for Atmosphere, 
our digital event.”

Justin Yang
Product Marketing Manager
Google

Google Case Study

Atmosphere: think creatively  
and innovate boldly



One-to-one marketing with 
Sponsored InMail

Working with Essence, its digital agency, Google chose 
Sponsored InMail to talk about the unique perspectives 
offered at Atmosphere and promote its expert speakers. 
“Sponsored InMail gave us space to go into detail on our 
value proposition,” says Aamer Bajwa, Manager of Search and 
Biddable Media at Essence. “And people view Sponsored 
InMail as more personal because it’s one-to-one – we thought 
it could cut through the clutter. They’re perfect for event 
marketing.” Google also took advantage of LinkedIn’s precise 
targeting capabilities to send Sponsored InMail to managers 
in engineering, product development, sales, and human 
resources – the audience most likely to respond to messages 
about workplace transformation.

Sponsored InMail also allowed Google to build more 
personal connections with recipients. “We kept the tone 
conversational – we didn’t want to add in too much business 
jargon,” Yang says. Google added to the messages’ personal 
feel by choosing an attention-getting sender name – in this 
case, the vice president of Google Apps for Work.

Quality audience at lower cost 
per conversion

Google Sponsored InMail campaign reached the correct 
audience of manager-level professionals in specific 
departmental roles – at a cost per conversion 40% lower 
than expected. “Sponsored InMails gave us the perfect 
combination of marketing advantages for promoting 
Atmosphere – driving registrations at a lower cost, in a way that 
highlights the value proposition and expands the audience,” 
says Dan Parkes, Senior Search and Biddable Executive at 
Essence. “Our solid results are bringing us back to LinkedIn 
for our next Atmosphere event, with a much higher budget for 
Sponsored InMails.”

Visit marketing.linkedin.com to learn how other marketers have successfully met their marketing objectives.
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Sponsored InMail


